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A model has been established for the effective thermal conductivity of a bulk polycrystal made of
randomly oriented superlattice grains with anisotropic thermal conductivity. The in-plane and
cross-plane thermal conductivities of each superlattice grain are combined using an analytical
averaging rule that is verified using finite element methods. The superlattice conductivities are
calculated using frequency dependent solutions of the Boltzmann transport equation, which capture
greater thermal conductivity reductions as compared to the simpler gray medium approximation.
The model is applied to a PbTe /Sb2Te3 nanobulk material to investigate the effects of period,
specularity, and temperature. The calculations show that the effective thermal conductivity of the
polycrystal is most sensitive to the in-plane conductivity of each superlattice grain, which is
generally four to five times larger than the cross-plane conductivity of a grain. The model is
compared to experimental measurements of the same system for periods ranging from 287 to 1590
nm and temperatures from 300 to 500 K. The comparison suggests that the effective specularity
increases with increasing annealing temperature and shows that these samples are in a mixed regime
where both Umklapp and boundary scattering are important. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
doi:10.1063/1.3457334
I. INTRODUCTION
The effective thermal conductivity of a superlattice can
be greatly reduced as compared to the bulk thermal conduc-
tivities of its constituent materials. Although this thermal
conductivity reduction is detrimental for applications such as
semiconductor lasers, it is advantageous for thermoelectric
energy conversion, resulting in large increases in the thermo-
electric performance of superlattices in both the in-plane1
and cross-plane2 directions. Although for very-short-period
superlattices phonon wave interference effects may be
important,3,4 to a large extent the thermal conductivity reduc-
tions in superlattices can be understood through the in-
creased scattering rate of phonon particles at boundaries and
interfaces.5,6
The large majority of superlattice materials that have
been experimentally studied to date were synthesized using
molecular beam epitaxy MBE or metal-organic chemical
vapor deposition MOCVD.1,2 MBE and MOCVD provide
extraordinary control over the materials selection, interface
quality, and layer thicknesses, but it is difficult to scale these
methods up to synthesize the large quantities of material that
would be necessary for widespread commercial applications.
Therefore, much recent activity has been directed toward
low-cost synthesis strategies to create bulk-scale samples
that naturally contain internal nanostructures to provide simi-
lar levels of phonon scattering as seen in the MBE and
MOCVD superlattices. Several examples of this “nanobulk”
approach7 are the use of reduced grain sizes such as hot
pressed nanopowders of BixSb2−xTe38–10 as well as complex
crystal structures such as skutterudites, clathrates, and Zintl
phases,11 and self-assembled composites such as
precipitates12 or lamellae of PbTe /Sb2Te3 Ref. 13. Many
of these nanobulk materials can be considered approximately
as made up of numerous randomly-oriented grains, and in
many of these materials systems the thermal conductivity
within a single grain is expected to be highly anisotropic, due
to the anisotropy of the constituent materials8 and/or nano-
scale superlattice layering within each grain13 Fig. 1a.
Motivated by materials systems such as the self-
assembled PbTe /Sb2Te3 nanocomposite of Ikeda et al.,11,13
the primary objective of this paper is to model the effective
macroscopic thermal conductivity eff of bulk polycrystalline
materials made up of randomly-oriented superlattice grains.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we use analyti-
cal and numerical methods to establish the averaging rule for
aElectronic mail: cdames@ucr.edu.
FIG. 1. Color online a Schematic of a nanobulk composite material made
of randomly oriented superlattice grains, and the global coordinate system
xyz, which is aligned to the macroscopic temperature gradient. b A
single superlattice grain with its local coordinate system xyz, which is
aligned to the superlattice planes.
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eff as a function of the in-plane x and cross-plane z
thermal conductivities of a single superlattice grain. In Sec.
III we model x and z themselves, by extending established
solutions of the Boltzmann transport equation BTE Refs.
5, 6, and 14 to explicitly account for the frequency depen-
dence of phonon velocities and scattering rates. Then in Sec.
IV results are presented for a model PbTe /Sb2Te3 nanobulk
material, including the effects of period, interface specular-
ity, temperature, and gray versus frequency-dependent mod-
eling. Finally, in Sec. V the calculations are compared to
experimental measurements for the same system.
II. AVERAGING RULES FOR THE EFFECTIVE
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
A. General considerations
We focus on materials such as the self-assembled
PbTe /Sb2Te3 lamellar structures reported in Ref. 13, which
consist of numerous grains, each of which contains many 
10–100 superlattice periods. We assume that every grain
has equal probability to be oriented in any direction. Further-
more we neglect the effect of contact resistances between
various grains because the typical grain size is much larger
than the superlattice period, and because the grains are self-
assembled implying excellent thermal contact between adja-
cent grains. Within each individual grain, we define a local
coordinate system with the local z-axis aligned perpendicular
to the superlattice planes, and the local x- and y-axes aligned
parallel to the superlattice planes Fig. 1b.
We restrict the analysis to materials systems where the
transport properties in the local x and y directions within a
single grain are identical, which is equivalent to assuming
that the effective thermal conductivity tensor within each
grain, K, has hexagonal, tetragonal, or trigonal symmetries.15
This restriction is appropriate for the large majority of prac-
tical superlattice materials systems. For example, this restric-
tion always applies to superlattice constituent materials with
cubic symmetries such as Si, Ge, GaAs, and PbTe, regard-
less of the layer orientation; and it also applies for constitu-
ent materials with layered unit cells such as graphite,
Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3, and WSe2 provided that the high-symmetry
c-axis of the unit cell is aligned normal to the interfacial
“habit planes” between adjacent superlattice layers, as is
commonly the case.2,16 This restriction also holds in the spe-
cial nonsuperlattice case of a single-phase system as long
as the constituent material has the required hexagonal, tetrag-
onal, or trigonal symmetry, such as nanocrystalline
BixSb2−xTe3 Refs. 8–10 or polycrystalline graphite.
Thus, for the restricted class of symmetries of interest in
this work, the principal axes of the effective thermal conduc-
tivity tensor within each grain, K, will always be aligned to
the x ,y ,z directions. Referred to the local coordinate system,
the thermal conductivity tensor of a single grain can there-
fore be written
K = x 0 00 x 00 0 z . 1
B. Averaging rule for a thin film
Before discussing the nanobulk system of Fig. 1, we first
consider a thin polycrystalline film, one grain thick but many
grains in width and length, sandwiched between isothermal
contacts. According to Fourier’s law of heat conduction, the
local heat flux is given by
q = − K  T = − Ksˆ	T	 , 2
where q is the heat flux vector and T is the temperature
gradient vector, which has magnitude 	T	 and points in the
sˆ direction. We also use sˆ to define the zˆ direction of the
global xyz coordinate system. Therefore, as shown in Fig.
1b, in the local coordinates of a single grain we have
sˆ = sin  cos sin  sin 
cos 
 , 3
where  and  describe the rotation of the grain’s coordinate
system away from the imposed T.
For a polycrystalline film one grain thick sandwiched
between isothermal contacts, all the grains are thermally in
parallel and experience the same T. On average it is only
the component of q that is aligned with T that contributes
to the net heat flux. Thus we are interested in the average
value of the scalar
qnet = q · sˆ . 4
For the K tensor given in Eq. 1, combining Eqs. 3 and 4
yields
qnet = − x sin2  + z cos2 	T	 . 5
Comparing with the isotropic form of Fourier’s law of heat
conduction,
qnet = − eff	T	 , 6
for this single grain we identify the effective thermal conduc-
tivity as x sin2 +z cos2 . Finally, to obtain the effective
thermal conductivity for the entire film, we assume each
grain is randomly oriented and average Eq. 5 over all di-
rections
eff,film =
1
4
0
4
effd
= 

0
 1
2
x sin2  + z cos2 sin d , 7
where  is the solid angle, and in the last expression of Eq.
7 we have already integrated over . Carrying out the 
integration yields simply
eff,film =
2
3
x +
1
3
z. 8
It will prove convenient to represent these results in dimen-
sionless form. We define
r = z/x, 9
as a thermal conductivity contrast parameter, and
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char = x
2z1/3, 10
as a characteristic thermal conductivity. Thus, Eq. 8 can be
expressed
eff,film/char =
2
3
r−1/3 +
1
3
r2/3. 11
C. Averaging rule for a long wire
We now consider a polycrystalline wire one grain in di-
ameter and many grains long. In this case every grain will
experience the same heat flux, but now with different 	T	.
In other words, now q is the forcing and T is the response.
We write
T = − K−1q = − K−1sˆ	q	 , 12
where now sˆ refers to the direction of the average heat flux.
Proceeding in analogy to Eqs. 2–8, we take the compo-
nent of T along the sˆ direction,
	T	net = − K−1sˆ	q	 · sˆ , 13
which after averaging over  gives
eff,wire = 23x−1 + 13z−1
−1
, 14
or in dimensionless form,
eff,wire/char = 23r1/3 + 13r−2/3
−1
. 15
D. Averaging rule for nanobulk
The study of averaging rules for the effective properties
of large polycrystals whose grains have anisotropic transport
tensors extends back for nearly a century.17,18 Most work has
focused on determining the theoretical upper and lower
bounds of the effective conductivity, especially for configu-
rations where the sample is macroscopically isotropic obvi-
ously leading to Keff=effI, where I is the identity tensor.
The upper bound of eff for a bulk, macroscopically isotropic
material is known to be identical to that given in Eq.
11,18,19 that is,
eff,bulk,UB = eff,film. 16
Similarly, the lower bound of eff is20
eff,bulk,LB/char =
1
2
r2/3− 1 + 1 + 8r−1 . 17
Both bounds have been proven to be realizable through care-
fully constructed hierarchical laminates.19,21
The practical self assembled structures of interest in this
work13 are considerably more random and less hierarchical
than those proposed to realize eff,bulk,LB Ref. 20 and
eff,bulk,UB,
19
so it is reasonable to expect that neither bound
will be a good approximation for the eff,bulk of interest, es-
pecially when r deviates significantly from unity. An ap-
proximate solution for the problem of a polycrystal with ran-
domly oriented grains was obtained by Mityushov and
Adamesku using a “correlational approximation”22 which
can be expressed as
eff,bulk,MA/char =
1
3
r2/3 + 23 − 29 r − 12r + 2 r−1/3. 18
Although to our knowledge this result is unknown in the
western literature, we shall see below that in practice Eq.
18 is significantly more accurate than either eff,bulk,LB or
eff,bulk,UB at describing the effective thermal conductivity of
randomized nanobulk materials.
E. Numerical analysis using finite element methods
„FEM…
To verify the key results of Eqs. 11, 15, and 18, we
performed a series of three-dimensional numerical simula-
tions using FEM. As summarized in Table I, in all cases the
“grains” were approximated as rectangular parallelepipeds of
size LxLyLz stacked in a three-dimensional array mea-
suring NxNyNz grains on each side. To best represent the
conditions assumed in the derivations of Eqs. 11 and 15,
the aspect ratios of those grains were chosen to be flat and
elongated, respectively, while the grains for the bulk simula-
tions were taken as cubes.
The boundary conditions chosen for each configuration
are given in Table I. For lateral surfaces that represent the
truncation of an infinite extent e.g., the x and y faces of the
film, we used periodic rather than adiabatic boundary con-
ditions, because the latter would be equivalent to imposing
an additional symmetry constraint beyond the symmetries
already in the problem. By artificially restricting lateral heat
flow, this would have impeded transport more than in a real
crystal, resulting in a lower value of simulated thermal con-
ductivity.
Using MATLAB to interface with COMSOL FEM software,
every grain in every run was assigned a random thermal
conductivity tensor. The tensors had prescribed principal
TABLE I. Parameters used in FEM simulations.
Thin film Thin wire Nanobulk
Grain Configuration NxNyNz 661 1120 444 most runs; 555 several runs
Grain Size LxLyLz 10100.1 1110 111
Boundary Conditions Constant T z faces; periodic
x and y faces
Constant T z faces;
adiabatic x and y faces
Periodic with fixed T difference z faces;
periodic x and y faces
Equation for comparison Eq. 11 Eq. 15 Eq. 18
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conductivities x=y and z. The thermal conductivity tensor
of each grain was rotated into a random direction using
RTKR, where the rotation matrix R was randomized using
an algorithm described in Ref. 23.
The results of these FEM calculations are summarized in
Fig. 2, which spans six orders of magnitude in r. Although
the scatter in the numerical results becomes significant at
large r, Fig. 2 clearly confirms that Eqs. 11 and 15 are
appropriate for films and wires, respectively. Figure 2 also
reveals the clear difference between Eqs. 11 and 15: For a
fixed value of char, deviations of r from unity result in in-
creasing eff,film but decreasing eff,wire, trends which are
readily interpreted by visualizing these two systems as grains
in parallel and in series, respectively.
For nanobulk materials, Fig. 2 also shows that the
Mityushov–Adamesku M–A result of Eq. 18 is a good
approximation to the FEM calculations for r10, with
agreement better than approximately 10% for r0.01. For
r	100, the numerical results are about half as large as the
M–A approximation. We speculate that at least part of the
disagreement is because these FEM calculations assumed cu-
bic grains arrayed in a simple cubic lattice, because in this
configuration each grain can only exchange heat with six
neighboring grains. Unit cells with different symmetries can
easily have a greater interconnectedness. For example, if the
grains were arranged in a face-centered cubic fcc array, the
shape of each grain would be a rhombic dodecahedron the
Wigner–Seitz cell of a fcc lattice24, which could exchange
heat with 12 neighboring grains. A higher degree of intercon-
nectedness would ease the lateral flow of heat around regions
which by random chance had a grain aligned in such a way
as to impede heat flow, and this should result in higher mac-
roscopic thermal conductivity overall. This interconnected-
ness effect is expected to be more important in the limit of
high rather than low r, because when r
1, two out of the
three principal directions will tend to block heat flow, and
indeed, Fig. 2 shows that the disagreement between the FEM
results and eff,bulk,MA is more significant for large rather than
small r.
It is also evident from Fig. 2 that all of the geometries
considered tend toward power law behaviors of eff /char
r2/3 or eff /charr−1/3 in the limits of large and/or small r.
As explained in Appendix A, these power laws are easily
understood from physical and dimensional considerations.
Briefly, configurations dominated by the physics of parallel
conductances such as a thin film must necessarily tend to-
ward eff /charr2/3 for r
1 and eff /charr−1/3 for r1;
similarly, configurations dominated by the physics of resis-
tances in series e.g., a thin wire must tend toward r−1/3r

1 and r2/3r1. For the nanobulk polycrystal, Fig. 2 and
Eq. 18 clearly show that both the FEM and analytical cal-
culations tend toward the same asymptotic power laws as the
thin film. Thus, these power law trends show that the trans-
port in the bulk polycrystal is best interpreted from the per-
spective of parallel conductances rather than series resis-
tances.
F. Sensitivity
We define the dimensionless sensitivity Sx as the frac-
tional change in eff for a unit fractional change in x
Sx =
x
eff
 eff
x

z
=  lneff
lnx

z
, 19
and similarly for Sz upon exchanging x↔z. It is readily
shown that the sensitivities obey a “sum rule;” Sx +Sz =1.
The various averaging rules given above e.g., Eqs. 11,
15, and 18 are of the form eff,i /char= f ir, where the
index i denotes the various configurations film, wire, bulk,
etc., in which case
Sx,i =
2
3
−
dlnf i
dlnr
. 20
This expression is conveniently interpreted using the slopes
of the log-log plot of Fig. 2. As an example, assuming ran-
domly oriented grains, the thermal conductivity of a bulk
polycrystal of graphite which has zx will be fully sen-
sitive to changes in x, because dlnf /dlnrr1=
−1 /3 and thus Sx1. At the same time, eff in a graphite
polycrystal is completely insensitive to small changes in z
Sz1, thus quantifying the common notion that the heat
flow in polycrystalline graphite is almost entirely along the
basal planes within each grain.25,26
For the major f ir given above, explicit expressions for
Sx are
Sx,film = Sx,bulk,UB =
2
2 + r
, 21
Sx,wire =
2
2 + r−1
, 22
Sx,bulk,MA =
14r2 + 20r + 20
r + 2r2 + 16r + 10
. 23
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FIG. 2. Color online Averaging rules for the effective thermal conductivity
of polycrystalline thin films red squares, wires blue circles, and nanobulk
materials green triangles. Points: FEM simulations of Table I. Lines: ana-
lytical results from Eqs. 11, 15, and 18. Inset: typical FEM simulation
of a 444 nanobulk configuration.
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III. MODELING x AND z OF A SINGLE
SUPERLATTICE GRAIN
Following precedent,5,6,14 our approach is based on the
BTE, which approximates the phonons as classical particles
and neglects the possibility of coherent wave interference
effects. This approximation is commonly applied to all but
the shortest-period superlattices, and is particularly appropri-
ate for the self-assembled materials of interest in this work
because the random variations in the thicknesses of adjacent
layers can be expected to be large in comparison to the typi-
cal phonon wavelengths which are of the order of 1 nm at
the Debye temperature and above27. A notable advance of
the model described below is that the BTE solutions for both
in-plane and cross-plane transport explicitly account for the
frequency dependence of the phonon properties, whereas
previous BTE solutions for cross-plane transport had been
limited to the simpler “gray” or “effective phonon”
approach.6,14
A. Approximating the dispersion relations
The phonon dispersion relations are approximated using
an isotropic Born-von Karman/Einstein BvKE model for
the acoustic and optical phonons, respectively,5,28
 = 0 sin q2q0 acoustic , 24
 = E optical , 25
where q is the wavevector, q0= 621/3 is a cutoff wave
vector, 0=2vsq0 / is a characteristic frequency,  is the
number of primitive unit cells per unit volume, and vs is the
sound velocity. The BvKE approach is nearly as convenient
as a Debye approximation but is known to be significantly
more accurate because of the more realistic treatment of the
group velocities.28 On the other hand, compared to a full
integration over the exact phonon dispersions,29 the BvKE
approximation will be less accurate but is significantly more
convenient, especially for adapting the model to materials
whose full dispersion relations are not known, because a dis-
persion relation is fully specified by only three parameters
, vs, and E, the last of which we assume does not affect
steady-state heat transfer due to the low group velocity of
optical phonons.
For a single polarization branch the density of states is
 =
q2
22v
, 26
where v= /q is the group velocity. For simplicity we
combine the one longitudinal and two transverse branches
into one effective Born-von Karman BvK branch of three-
fold degeneracy, vavg, so that the total density of states is
 =
3q2
22vavg
. 27
Because here we are most interested in high temperatures T
well above the Debye temperature D and strong boundary
scattering all branches have approximately the same mean
free path MFP, related to the layer spacing, in this case it
is easily shown that the most appropriate choice for the ef-
fective sound velocity is simply the arithmetic average of the
three branches, vs,avg= 1 /3vs,L+ 2 /3vs,T. The volumetric
specific heat per unit frequency C is
C = 
 f
T
, 28
where f is the Bose–Einstein distribution function.
B. Phonon scattering mechanisms in bulk
The BTE solutions below require as inputs the
frequency-dependent MFPs of the bulk scattering mecha-
nisms, bulk. For common dielectrics and semiconduc-
tors, the two most important scattering mechanisms are gen-
erally impurity/defect scattering and phonon-phonon
Umklapp scattering, the combined effect of which can be
estimated using Matthiessen’s rule,30
bulk
−1
= imp
−1 + umkl
−1
. 29
Impurity/defect scattering is commonly approximated using
a Rayleigh expression,
imp
−1
= A14/vavg, 30
where A1 is a fitting parameter that can be estimated from
other properties.31
For Umklapp scattering we use the common form32
umkl
−1
= B12T exp− B2/T/vavg 31
where T is the absolute temperature and B1 and B2 are ad-
justable parameters. We note that B2 can also be written
D /const, where const is generally not too different from 3.33
The numerical results presented below focus on PbTe D
136 K Ref. 34 and Sb2Te3 D160 K Ref. 34 at
room temperature and above. In this case T
D /3, and fur-
thermore as shown below we find that impurity scattering
can be neglected, so Eq. 29 reduces to
bulk
−1
= umkl
−1
= B12T/vavg. 32
Thus, only one scattering parameter B1 for each material is
needed to complete the model for the phonon thermal con-
ductivity.
To assess the validity of the assumptions leading to Eq.
32, we compare the theoretical results obtained using this
assumption with experimental data from the literature for the
phonon thermal conductivity of PbTe Refs. 35 and 36 and
Bi2Te3.
37 As shown in Fig. 3, the agreement is very good
above 100 K. In particular we note that the data very closely
follow a T−1 trend over the temperatures of interest, as ex-
pected due to high-temperature Umklapp scattering verify-
ing Eq. 32 combined with a nearly constant specific heat
law of DuLong and Petit: T	D. This implies that related
thermoelectric materials can be modeled by using only a
single experimental thermal conductivity data point to fix B1.
This is an essential simplification for our modeling of
Sb2Te3, for which we were unable to locate temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity measurements from the
literature.38,39 Because of the close similarities in the crystal
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structures of Sb2Te3 and Bi2Te3, and considering the success
of Eq. 32 at modeling Bi2Te3 in Fig. 3, we apply Eq. 32
to Sb2Te3 based only on the room-temperature results from
Ref. 39. The resulting values of B1 for the a-plane and c-axis
directions are given in Table II, along with other property
values used in this work.
C. Considerations for anisotropic constituent
materials
The BTE solutions described below are only strictly ap-
propriate for superlattices made up of isotropic materials.
This is a good approximation for cubic materials such as Si,
Ge, GaAs, and PbTe, because their dispersion relations are
approximately isotropic and their bulk transport properties
are exactly so. However, Sb2Te3 is a hexagonal material
which exhibits significant anisotropy between the a-plane
and c-axis directions. Developing an exact BTE theory for
strongly anisotropic materials is beyond the scope of this
work, so we make several approximations Table II. We
assume that the c-axis of the Sb2Te3 layers is always aligned
perpendicular to the superlattice planes. When calculating
the BTE solutions in the cross-plane direction of the super-
lattice, we take the effective Sb2Te3 sound velocity to be the
c-axis value and determine the Sb2Te3 Umklapp parameter
B1 from the bulk experimental thermal conductivity in the
c-axis direction. Similarly, for the BTE superlattice solutions
in the in-plane direction, we determine the Sb2Te3 vs and B1
from the a-axis literature values.
D. In-plane thermal conductivity x
To calculate the thermal conductivity along the superlat-
tice planes we use directly the analytical BTE solution given
by Chen,5
x = 
i=1
2 di
d1 + d2


0
0,m
1
3Civavg,ibulk,i
1 − 3bulk,i2di pGsi1,2 + 1 − pGdi1,2d ,
33
where i=1,2 represents the two different layers, di is the
corresponding layer thickness, 0,m is the frequency cutoff,
i=di /bulk,i, Gsi and Gdi are dimensionless integral func-
tions given in Ref. 5, and p is the specularity parameter
which captures the effects of the interfacial roughness. A
perfectly smooth interface corresponds to p=1 specular
transmission/reflection, while a very rough interface corre-
sponds to p=0 diffuse. For surfaces of intermediate rough-
ness p can be estimated using p=exp−1622 /2, where 
is the root mean square surface roughness and  is the pho-
non wavelength, and we have confirmed Zhang’s40 observa-
tion that the expression given in Ziman’s book41 contained
an erroneous factor of .
E. Cross plane thermal conductivity z
Significant reductions in the cross plane thermal conduc-
tivity z in superlattices have been observed in
experiments2,42 and investigated by solving the BTE.6,14 For
example, Chen6 considered several different mechanisms of
phonon scattering at an interface, such as elastic, inelastic,
diffusive, and specular scattering. He found that the inelastic
acoustic mismatch model AMM has better agreement with
experiment than the elastic AMM. To simplify the calcula-
tion, Chen used averaging procedures to approximate all
phonon properties as frequency-independent also known as
a “gray media” approximation. However, from previous
work on nanowires it is known that the gray-media approach
will overpredict the thermal conductivity of a nanostructure,
and that better agreement with experiments is achieved by
using BTE solutions that account for the full frequency de-
pendence of the phonon group velocity and MFPs.43 There-
fore, here we extend the gray-medium model of Ref. 6 to
account for the phonon frequency-dependence without aver-
aging.
In our frequency-dependent model we break the BvK
dispersion relation of Eq. 33 into l very small frequency
bands. In the i-th layer, where i=1,2 still represents the two
different layers, the j-th band centers are denoted ij, with
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FIG. 3. Color online Theoretical thermal conductivity of PbTe using only
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TABLE II. Properties for PbTe and Sb2Te3 at 300 K. The adjustable param-
eters B1 for Sb2Te3 were fitted using the room temperature bulk phonon
thermal conductivities ph,FL in Ref. 39. Densities of primitive unit cells 
are calculated using the lattice constant and crystal structure. The sound
velocities vs of Sb2Te3 are estimated from those of Bi2Te3 using the scaling
arguments explained in Appendix B.
Parameters PbTe Sb2Te3 a-plane Sb2Te3 c-axis
B1 10−18 s /K 6.2a 4.3 27.8
Lattice constant Å 6.462b 4.25b 30.35b
 1028 m−3 1.482 0.6329 0.6329
vs m/s 1730a 2333 2270
ph,FL at 300 K W/m K 2.0a 2.2c 0.34c
aReference 27.
bReference 34.
cReference 39.
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frequency spread ij and wave vector spread qij
=ij /vij. Around each ij, the dispersion relation is ap-
proximately linear and we can approximate the specific heat,
group velocity, and MFP as being independent of frequency.
Thus, for each small band the gray media model can still be
applied. Thus, the volumetric specific heat for a single band
in the i-th layer and j-th frequency band is
Cij = ijijij
 fij,T
T
. 34
In each small frequency band the bulk MFP is still given
by Eq. 32, and the gray-BTE model of Ref. 6,
sin ij cos ij
Iij
x
+ cos ij
Iij
zi
= −
Iij − Ioij
ij
, 35
can be solved numerically. Here ij and ij are the polar and
azimuthal angles of local grain system as shown in Fig. 1b,
and Iij and Ioij indicate the phonon intensity and the equilib-
rium phonon intensity in the i-th layer and the j-th frequency
band. Thus, using the methods of Ref. 6, we can obtain the
cross-plane thermal conductivity zj for this band. Finally,
the total cross plane thermal conductivity is found by sum-
ming
z = 
j=1
l
zj . 36
For each superlattice layer the numerical solution of Eq. 35
requires a spatial integration over z and an angular integra-
tion over . Because the temperature profiles are more
sharply varying near the interfaces, for the spatial integration
we follow Ref. 6 and use a Gauss–Legendre method because
it assigns the mesh points with finer spacings near the two
limits of integration. The angular integration faces an addi-
tional challenge because of the need to match the mesh of
incident and transmitted angles on each side of an interface
according to inelastic AMM,6
sin 1j
sin 2j
= C2jv2j
C1jv1j
1/2. 37
To satisfy this constraint we implement a trapezoidal integra-
tion scheme. Following Ref. 14, we mesh the polar angle 2j
of the Sb2Te3 layer uniformly into m equal parts, and then
use Eq. 37 to determine the corresponding nonuniform
angular mesh of 1j in the adjacent PbTe layer.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We now present numerical results for the effective ther-
mal conductivity eff of a bulk polycrystal made of randomly
oriented superlattice grains of PbTe /Sb2Te3, including the
effects of period, specularity, temperature, and the difference
between gray and frequency-dependent modeling for z. The
calculations extend to periods L down to 1 nm, although we
note that the assumption of classical phonon particles is ex-
pected to break down in the single-nanometer regime where
coherent wave effects may become important.3,4 In all cases
we fix the layer thicknesses in the ratio d1=dPbTe=2L /9 and
d2=dSb2Te3 =7L /9, consistent with Ref. 13.
A. Effect of period
Figure 4 shows the thermal conductivities as a function
of period for four different specularities. In each panel, the
three solid lines correspond to the in-plane green, highest
curve and cross-plane red, lowest curve thermal conduc-
tivities of a single superlattice grain, as well as eff of a bulk
polycrystal blue, intermediate curve obtained using the
M–A averaging rule of Eq. 18. In all cases, at large periods
the calculations approach the correct classical Fourier Law
limits dashed lines for in-plane
x,FL =
d11,FL + d22,FL
d1 + d2
, 38
and cross-plane
z,FL
−1
=
d11,FL
−1 + d22,FL
−1 
d1 + d2
, 39
where 1,FL and 2,FL are the bulk thermal conductivities for
layers 1 and 2.
Figure 4 also shows that the increased phonon scattering
at small periods affects in-plane and cross-plane transport
approximately equally, because the ratio r=z /x remains
nearly constant around 0.17–0.25 in all cases. Recall from
Sec. II E that the heat transfer in a bulk polycrystal is best
understood as dominated by the physics of thermal conduc-
tances in parallel, that is, the heat will tend to locally flow
along “the leakiest path” within each grain: whichever direc-
tion in-plane or cross-plane has the largest principal ther-
mal conductivity x or z, respectively. In terms of sensi-
tivity Eq. 23, for r0.25 here we find Sx	0.82 and
thus Sz0.18. Thus, a 10% reduction in x will reduce eff
by 8.2%, while a 10% reduction in z would only reduce eff
by 1.8%. This observation shows that efforts to manipulate
the thermal conductivity of the bulk polycrystal should focus
primarily on x rather than z. We also note that Fig. 4 and
the classical limits of Eqs. 38 and 39 suggest that z
x is always expected, although in this PbTe /Sb2Te3 sys-
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tem the effect is even stronger because of our assumption
that the Sb2Te3 c-axis its low  direction is aligned in the z
direction of the superlattice.
B. Effect of specularity
Figure 5 shows eff for a bulk PbTe–Sb2Te3 polycrystal
as a function of specularity for four different periods. For
comparison, the value of eff,FL is found from Eqs. 18, 38,
and 39. It is clear that diffuse scattering smaller p always
tends to reduce the thermal conductivity, because in these
systems diffuse scattering is always more effective than
specular scattering at impeding phonon transport. In all cases
eff is most sensitive to changes in p for large p, especially
for the smaller periods because of the greater density of in-
terfaces. For example, for L=10 nm, 62% of the transition
in eff occurs over the relatively narrow range of 1	p
	0.8, while the remaining 38% of the transition in eff is
distributed over the large range 0.8	p	0.
We also note from Figs. 4 and 5 that p=1 is not neces-
sarily sufficient to recover the Fourier Limit values of x,FL
and z,FL. Rather, it is also necessary that the layer thick-
nesses should be significantly larger than the bulk MFPs.
This effect has been reported previously for BTE solutions in
both the in-plane5 and cross-plane6 directions.
C. Effect of temperature
Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of the effec-
tive thermal conductivity for a fixed period of 10 nm. For
perfectly specular interfaces p=1, eff decreases from 1.21
W/m K at 300 K to 0.73 W/m K at 500 K, a reduction by
40% which approximately follows a T−1 trend which is
slightly below the bulk classical value. However, in the other
limit of perfectly rough interfaces p=0, the reduction in
eff is weaker, from 0.378 to 0.288 W/m K over this same
temperature range, or only a 24% reduction which can be
approximated by a weaker T−0.52 power law. The different
behavior is due to the different scattering mechanisms that
dominate these two cases. For the perfectly specular case, the
interfacial scattering is relatively weak as compared to the
Umklapp scattering, which over this temperature range fol-
lows a T−1 trend for both bulk PbTe and bulk Sb2Te3 recall
Fig. 3. However, in the perfectly diffuse case, the interfacial
scattering makes a significant contribution to reducing the
total thermal conductivity. Because the effective MFP of
boundary scattering is nearly independent of temperature, in-
creasing boundary scattering tends to weaken the T−1 trend
of the Umklapp scattering, which finally gives the observed
T−0.52 behavior.
D. Comparison of gray versus frequency dependent
modeling
Recall from Sec. III E that previous6,14 BTE solutions for
z had relied on the gray media approximation, while here
we have developed a frequency-dependent solution. These
two approaches are compared in Fig. 7. In the limit L→,
boundary scattering is negligible as compared to Umklapp
scattering, and both models converge to the same bulk value,
independent of specularity. In the opposite limit of L→0, the
boundary scattering is much more important than Umklapp
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specularity for four different periods L, for a PbTe–Sb2Te3 nanobulk system
at T=300 K with thickness ratio PbTe:Sb2Te3=2 /9:7 /9.
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scattering, and again the frequency-dependent and gray me-
dia models converge to the same values for a fixed value of
p. This convergence is most clear for the p=0 curves in Fig.
7, while the convergence for the p=0.8 and p=1 curves is
only evident for periods well below 1 nm, which are un-
physical because this framework neglects the granularity of
the lattice.
The most important feature of Fig. 7 is in the transition
regimes of moderate periods, where the gray media model
fails to capture the full reduction in thermal conductivity that
is seen with the frequency-dependent model. For example, at
L=200 nm and p=0, the thermal conductivity reduction as
compared to bulk is only 6.6% for the gray media model, but
27% for the frequency-dependent model. We also note that
the transition between small-period and large-period behav-
iors spans a larger range of L in the frequency-dependent
model. Similar observations have been described in models
of silicon nanowires,43 and can be understood in terms of the
distributions of phonon mean paths that contribute to the
total thermal conductivity.27 Gray media models lump all
Umklapp scattering Eq. 31 together into a single value of
the effective MFP, lump. Clearly, for L
lump the bulk
value of z,FL is recovered, and for Llump the boundary-
scattering limit is recovered. However, by accounting for the
frequency dependence of the Umklapp MFPs, the present
model effectively “smears out” the importance of the MFPs
over a broad range, typically spanning more than two orders
of magnitude in .27 Thus, in a frequency-dependent model
the long- portion of the distribution begins to experience
significant boundary scattering at much larger periods than
the equivalent gray-media model, explaining the separation
between dashed and solid lines in Fig. 7 at moderate L.
V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
Samples with overall composition matching the
“Pb2Sb6Te11” compound Pb10.5Sb31.6Te57.9 and weighing
15–20 g were prepared by injection molding using a copper
mold with 20303 mm3 dimension. Details for the injec-
tion molding are given in Ref. 44. Plate samples with 10
10 mm2 size were cut out with a diamond saw and then
the surfaces were ground to remove the surface layers until
the final thickness was around 1.5 mm. Electrical resistivity
and thermal conductivity were measured before and after an-
nealing. For annealing, samples were sealed under vacuum
in fused silica tubes. The annealing temperature was 573 K
840 h, 673 K 78 h, 150 h, or 773 K 1 h, 126 h.
The microstructures were observed using a field
emission-scanning electron microscope Carl Zeiss LEO
1550 VP equipped with a backscattered electron detector for
its high compositional contrast capabilities. The microstruc-
tures were found to be essentially the same as those reported
previously.13 The microstructures were digitally analyzed us-
ing an image analysis program Macscope, Mitani Corp. to
determine the interlamellar spacing period and the fraction
transformed Y. The method to determine the true period is
given in Ref. 45. The results are summarized in Table III.
The temperature and time dependences of the period have
been discussed previously.13,46
The electrical resistivity  as a function of temperature
was measured using the van der Pauw method with a current
of 10 mA. The Hall coefficient RH was measured in the
same apparatus with a forward and reverse magnetic field
value of 9500 G. The carrier density n was calculated
from the Hall coefficient assuming a scattering factor of 1.0
in a single-carrier scheme, with n=1 /RHe, where n is the
density of charge carriers holes and e the charge of the
electron. The thermal diffusivities were measured at 300 K
by flash diffusivity technique LFA457, NETSZCH. The
thermal conductivities tot were calculated from the mea-
sured thermal diffusivity , the measured density , and
the heat capacity CP evaluated by Dulong–Petit law using
the relation, tot=CP. The electron part of the thermal con-
ductivity, el was evaluated using the Wiedemann–Franz law,
el=LT /, where L is the Lorenz number, 2.45
10−8  K−2. The phonon part of the thermal conductivity,
ph, was calculated using tot=el+ph and is plotted as a
function of period in Fig. 8. Some data points have been
reported in Ref. 47. In the present paper, the points at 283 nm
period for PbTe–Sb2Te3 lamellae annealed at 573 K and at
1.4 nm for Pb2Sb6Te11 before annealing were added. In
the figure, the data points for Pb2Sb6Te11 obtained before
annealing are also plotted using an equivalent period of 1.4
nm, obtained from the size of a single atomic unit cell of
Pb2Sb6Te11 Ref. 48.
A. Comparison between model and experiment
Using the parameters of Table II, the highest effective
thermal conductivity seen in our calculations is the Fourier
limit eff,FL=effL→=1.43 W /m K. However, the ex-
perimental results above imply phonon thermal conductivi-
ties that are much larger than this; for example, for L
=1590 nm, the experimental phonon eff is estimated as 3.87
TABLE III. Fraction transformed Y and interlamellar spacing of the samples used for lattice thermal conduc-
tivity measurements.
Sample ID
Annealing condition
Y
%
Period
nm
T /K t /h Average Standard deviation
1 573 840 100 283 76
2 673 78 99.7 536 155
150 100 575 153
3 773 1 88.7 544 168
126 100 1591 487
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W/m K, which exceeds the model eff,FL as well as all of the
bulk values assumed in Table II. We attribute this disagree-
ment between model and experiment to two major effects:
1 from the modeling side, it is difficult to determine accu-
rate values for the phonon thermal conductivity of bulk
Sb2Te3. The values in Table II are taken from Ref. 39, which
itself is the result of a theoretical analysis rather than a direct
experimental measurement. 2 From the experimental side,
in subtracting the el from tot we assumed that a
macroscopically-averaged Wiedemann–Franz law can be ap-
plied to the effective properties of the bulk polycrystal, and
that the Lorenz number was known. The Lorenz number
used is valid for degenerate metallic semiconductors. The
low thermopower observed in these samples 30 V /K
Ref. 13 is indicative of degenerate behavior despite the
relatively low carrier concentration observed by Hall
effect.47 The ambipolar effect11,49 is also expected to be sig-
nificant in these samples, whereby the formation and recom-
bination of electron-hole pairs contributes to  but not .
Thus, the experimental quantity identified as ph is actually
ph+Ambipolar, making it an overestimate of the true phonon
contribution.
Because of the difficulties in reconciling the model and
experimental values directly, we instead focus on a compari-
son of normalized quantities. First, to study the effect of the
period, Fig. 8 shows the thermal conductivities normalized to
their bulk values, that is, effL /effL→. For the model
calculation, effL→=eff,FL=1.43 W /m K. For the ex-
periments, the largest period available is L=1590 nm, which
may not necessarily have recovered to its L→ value. From
the theoretical calculations, the ratio eff1590 /eff
ranges from 88.6% p=0 to 95.8% p=0.95. We take the
average of these two 92.2% as an estimate for the experi-
mental eff1590 /eff, to finally estimate eff
4.21 W /m K for the experiments.
Figure 8 also shows data for the as-quenched metastable
Pb2Te6Sb11 phase, which was assigned a “period” of L
=1.4 nm based on the crystal structure. Although it appears
that the particle-based BTE theory of this work may also
give a good estimate of the thermal conductivity of the
ultrashort-period Pb2Te6Sb11 phase, this apparent agreement
should be viewed with some caution because significant
wave effects3,4 are expected at these length scales.
As shown in Fig. 8, for an annealing temperature of 773
K the normalized experimental data follow the same general
trend as the model curves, although with a steeper reduction
as the period is reduced below around 500 nm. For a period
of 500 nm, the samples annealed at 673 K show a signifi-
cantly lower thermal conductivity that those annealed at 773
K. Although these points are lower than any of the model
curves, this trend is qualitatively consistent with rougher in-
terfaces lower p, which might be expected due to the re-
duced atomic diffusivities at this lower annealing tempera-
ture.
To compare the temperature dependence of the model
and experiment, Fig. 9 shows the thermal conductivities nor-
malized to their values at 300 K. As expected, for both model
and experiment the trend is toward bulk behavior Umklapp
dominated: T−1 for increasing period and increasing
specularity, because these conditions correspond to reduced
importance of boundary scattering. In the opposite limit of
small period, boundary scattering dominates, which in this
regime of T	D corresponds to eff independent of T recall
Fig. 6. We note that the temperature dependence of the ex-
perimental data in Fig. 9 is somewhat weaker than any of the
model curves. For example, the experimental results for L
=287 nm imply effT−0.61. This suggests that the boundary
scattering in the experiments is somewhat stronger than in
the model, although this could also be related to the in-
creased importance of the ambipolar effect at higher tem-
perature.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have established a model to calculate the effective
thermal conductivity eff of a nanobulk material made of
randomly oriented anisotropic superlattice grains. The ana-
lytical averaging rule of Mityushov and Adamesku22 was
verified using FEM simulations. Calculations and sensitivity
analysis show that eff of a nanobulk material is best under-
stood by interpreting the grains as conductances in parallel,
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which for highly anisotropic grains is controlled by the maxi-
mum value of x ,z; that is, by the “leakiest path.”
Within each grain, the in-plane x=y and cross-plane
z thermal conductivities are found by solving the
frequency-dependent BTE. For z, previous work had been
limited to frequency-independent gray media approxima-
tions, so a new solution methodology was developed to in-
corporate the frequency dependence of the group velocity
and Umklapp scattering. By retaining the frequency depen-
dence, this approach captures significant thermal conductiv-
ity reductions at larger periods than in the simpler gray-
media calculations. For a PbTe /Sb2Te3 nanobulk system, our
model shows that x is four to five times larger than z,
indicating that efforts to manipulate eff should focus on en-
gineering x rather than z.
Experimental measurements of a PbTe /Sb2Te3 nanobulk
system also show the effect of short periods in reducing eff,
such as a 35% reduction in eff at a period L=577 nm as
compared to L=1590 nm. Comparison of the normalized
thermal conductivity between model and experiments sug-
gests that the effective specularity increases with increasing
annealing temperature, and shows that these samples are in a
mixed regime where both Umklapp and boundary scattering
are important.
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APPENDIX A: ASYMPTOTIC POWER LAWS OF FIG. 2
We here give a physical and dimensional interpretation
of the asymptotic power laws seen in Fig. 2. Consider first a
material dominated by the physics of conductances in paral-
lel, such as a thin film between parallel plates, and within
each randomly-oriented grain let xz. Clearly, when x
=0 the heat transfer is still finite, due to the potential for
parallel heat flow paths, and indeed the heat transfer must
still depend on z. In this case the general functional form
eff,film= fx ,z must reduce to a form
eff,film, = fz , A1
where f is a different function and the ““ subscript indi-
cates that this limit corresponds to r
1. But every physical
relation must be expressible in dimensionless form, and thus
the only possible nondimensionalization of Eq. A1 is
eff,film,/z = c, A2
where c must be a numerical constant. Nondimensionaliz-
ing this result yields
eff,film,/char = cr2/3 r
 1 , A3
thus explaining the asymptotic behavior seen in Fig. 2 for the
thin film. Similar reasoning in the limit r1 subscript “0”
verifies
eff,film,0/char = c0r−1/3 r 1 . A4
For a material such as a wire where the physics is domi-
nated by resistances in series, the criteria for one of the prin-
cipal conductivities to drop out of the problem is now that it
is very large. Thus, in this case, when xz we note that it
is now z that ceases to be a parameter, and the general form
eff,wire=gx ,z must now reduce to
eff,wire, = gx . A5
Thus, applying the same arguments as the preceding para-
graph, it is easy to show
eff,wire,/char r−1/3 r
 1 , A6
and
eff,wire,0/char r2/3 r 1 , A7
explaining the asymptotic behavior in Fig. 2 for a wire.
APPENDIX B: ESTIMATING THE SOUND VELOCITIES
OF SB2TE3
Although the physical properties of Sb2Te3 are difficult
to find in the literature, its close counterpart Bi2Te3 has been
well studied. Thus, we estimate the sound velocities of
Sb2Te3 indirectly from Bi2Te3 as follows.
First, the sound velocities of Bi2Te3 are calculated using
continuum elasticity.50,51 For waves propagating in the a di-
rection of Bi2Te3, we calculate the longitudinal sound veloc-
ity vsL=C11 /=2884 m /s, where C11 is an elastic stiffness
constant and  is the mass density. Following Ref. 51 two
transverse sound velocities vsT1=2170 m /s and vsT2
=1390 m /s can also be obtained. Similarly, for waves
propagating in the c direction of Bi2Te3, we calculate vsL
=2539 m /s and vsT1=vsT2=1835 m /s. Then, we average
these three velocities to obtain the average sound velocity by
vs,avg=1 /3vs,L+vs,T1+vs,T2. Thus we can obtain the average
sound velocities of 2147 and 2070 m/s along the a-plane and
c-axis directions, respectively.
Next, to scale these results from Bi2Te3 to Sb2Te3, we
note from elasticity theory that the sound velocity has the
form30 vs=a2 /M, where a is the lattice constant,  is a
force constant, and M is the total mass of all atoms in one
primitive unit cell. Because Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 have the
same crystal structure and bonding, we assume that their
force constants are approximately equal, and thus estimate
the sound velocities of Sb2Te3 using
vs,Sb2Te3
vs,Bi2Te3
=
aSb2Te3
aBi2Te3
MBi2Te3
MSb2Te3
. B1
The corresponding velocity ratios in the a and c directions
are 1.096 and 1.086, respectively, which finally allows us to
calculate the Sb2Te3 velocities reported in Table II.
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